LIST OF Awardees of Police Medal for Gallantry on
The Occasion of Independence Day-2019

POLICE MEDAL FOR GALLANTRY

ASSAM

1. LATE BHASKAR KALITA (POSTHUMOUSLY)
   SI

POLICE MEDAL FOR MERITIOUS SERVICE
INDEPENDENCE DAY-2019

ASSAM

1. SHRI BEDANTA MADHAB RAJKRHOWERA, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE
   (SECURITY & INTELLI), O/O THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, GUWAHATI,
   ASSAM, 781001

2. SHRI DWIJEN CHANDRA DAS, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE (HQ),
   CID, ASSAM, ULUBARI, GUWAHATI, ASSAM, 781007

3. SHRI PRAFULLA BARMAN, INSPECTOR OF POLICE(UB), O/O THE ADGP,
   BI(EO), ASSAM, SRIMANTAPUR, GUWAHATI, ASSAM, 781032

4. SHRI K BASANTA SINGHA, POLICE SUB-INSPECTOR (AB), POLICE TRAINING
   COLLEGE DERGAON, ASSAM, ASSAM, 785614

5. SHRI APURBA SARMA, ASSTT. SUB-INSPECTOR OF POLICE (UB), GOALPARA
   DEF, ASSAM, 783121

6. SHRI MUZHAUL ISLAM LASKAR, ASSTT. SUB-INSPECTOR OF POLICE
   (UB), PANCHGRAM POLICE STATION, HAILAKANDI D.E.F., ASSAM, 788802

7. SHRI MANAB SONOWAL, HEAD CONSTABLE, SADIYA D.E.F., ASSAM, 786157

8. SHRI RANTU KUMAR GOGOI, NAIK -514, ASSAM, 786126

9. SHRI KRIPIASINDHU PURKAYASTHA, CONSTABLE AB-267, TINSUKIA,
   D.E.F., ASSAM, 786126

10. SHRI ABANI KUMAR CHAKRABORTY, CONSTABLE (AB)- 783, ASSAM, 783301

11. SHRI MOHESWAR SONOWAL, CONSTABLE (UB), ASSAM, 786157

12. SHRI UTPAL JYOTI DEKA, CONSTABLE (UB), CID, ULUBARI,
    GUWAHATI, ASSAM, 781007